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Resonant production of a light, narrow techni-rho, followed by the decay ρT → W± + piT (jj)
has been proposed as an explanation of the W + jj excess observed by CDF. If the piT decays to
τ + ντ/τ
+τ− rather than to jets, subsequent leptonic τ decay leads to `+`−ννν¯ν¯, a final state that
will be picked up by standard model WW (∗) → `+`− + /ET Higgs searches. We point out that,
for the same range of technicolor parameters required to fit the CDF W + jj excess, the correlated
`+`−+ /ET technicolor signal can have strength comparable to that of an intermediate-mass standard
model Higgs boson, and therefore could be visible at the Tevatron or LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the range of masses mH ∼ 130− 180 GeV, the most
sensitive Higgs search mode at the LHC and Tevatron is
h → WW (∗) → `+`−νν¯ [1–4]. As there are two sources
of missing energy, the invariant mass of the Higgs can-
not be reconstructed. Thus, any new physics with a
`+`− + /ET final state, regardless of whether the leptons
and missing energy came from W bosons, will be picked
up to some extent by Higgs searches. This makes the
`+`−+ /ET mode particularly susceptible to ‘Higgs-fakes’
– non-Higgs particles which get mistaken for the Higgs.
While there are many potential Higgs-fakes, in this
paper we focus on fake Higgs signals from technicolor,
namely pp → ρT → W (`ν)piT where ρT is a techni-rho
and piT is a techni-pion. Techni-pion couplings to elec-
trons and muons are usually negligible, however the cou-
pling, and hence the branching ratio, of piT to τ + ντ can
be large. A leptonic decay of the tau then gives us the
`+`−ννν¯ν¯ ∼= `+`− + /ET signature necessary for posing
as a Higgs boson. The technicolor signal is controlled
by a handful of parameters: MρT ,MpiT govern the rate
for ρT → WpiT production, while B(piT → τντ/τ+τ−)
determines the fraction of `+`− + /ET final states.
The technicolor Higgs-fake is interesting for several
reasons. First, one (or both) of the leptons come from
a τ rather than a W and there are four invisible parti-
cles rather than two. This makes the W (`ν)piT (τν) signal
qualitatively different from Higgs impostors considered in
the past [5]. Second, when a techni-pion decays hadron-
ically, the final state from ρT → W + piT is a W and
two jets. This final state has been the subject of much
interest since the CDF collaboration reported an excess
in W (`ν) + jj of 3.2σ [6] (later updated to 4.1σ), and
in Ref [7] it was shown that, for MρT ∼ 250 − 300 GeV,
MpiT ∼ 150 − 170 GeV, a technicolor ρT → W + piT ex-
planation fits the excess quite well.
As we will show here, for the same range of param-
eters required to fit the CDF excess, the `+`− + /ET
signal from the techni-pion + W channel can have a
rate similar to an intermediate mass standard model
(SM) h → WW (∗) → `+`−νν¯. Thus, the same (non-
Higgs) physics that leads to W + jj can also generate
a `+`− + /ET signal that fakes a Higgs; given the sen-
sitivity of Tevatron and LHC searches, such an excess
should be visible, either now or in the near future. This
coincidence of signals is especially tantalizing given that
both CMS and ATLAS see a discrepancy between their
observed and expected limits in the `+`− + /ET channel
for 120 GeV . mH . 180 GeV [8].
The setup of this paper is the following: after giving
an introduction to the interactions and states in techni-
color in Sec. II, we describe the CDF W + jj signal in
Sec. III along with the technicolor parameters which fit
the observed excess. Then, in Sec. IV we study the tech-
nicolor `+`− + /ET signal: its rate, its kinematics, and
its dependence on model parameters. We also plot sev-
eral important kinematic variables and compare with SM
Higgs signals. Finally, in Sec. V, we conclude.
II. TECHNI-PIONS AND TECHNI-RHOS
Techni-pions and techni-rhos are common ingredients
in theories of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking.
Techni-pions are pseudo-scalar states, uneaten cousins
of the longitudinally polarized W/Z; they are present
only if the chiral symmetry of the underlying degrees of
freedom is big enough. Being pseudo-Goldstone bosons,
techni-pions are typically the lightest states in the spec-
trum, and are expected to have small couplings to light
fermions. Techni-rhos are spin-1 resonances which couple
strongly to (longitudinally polarized) W/Z and techni-
pions, but have very weak couplings to SM fermions.
Both techni-pions and techni-rhos lie in electroweak
triplet representations.
Given their connection to electroweak symmetry
breaking, the most natural mass for techni-resonances is
O(TeV), far too heavy to be produced with sizable rate
at the Tevatron. One class of models with lighter techni-
resonances, and thus a larger rate, are ‘multi-scale’ tech-
nicolor models [9], where there is more than one (presum-
ably dynamical) source of electroweak breaking. In the
simplest version, there are two scales (or vacuum expec-
tation values), v1, v2. The sum in quadrature of the two
scales is fixed to the weak scale, but the ratio of the vac-
uum expectation values is a free parameter. Resonances
associated with the lighter scale are not only light, but
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2their couplings to SM fermions are also suppressed [10]:
gffρT,1 ∼ g
( MW
MρT,1
)
sinβ, (1)
where tanβ = v1/v2 and g is a SM electroweak gauge
coupling. Provided gffρT,1 . 0.1× g, resonances as light
as 200− 300 GeV are allowed by all LEP, Tevatron, and
LHC data. While resonance-fermion couplings are small
in these scenarios, the resonance-piT couplings are large;
as the physical (uneaten) combination of piT in a multi-
scale model reside primarily in the sector with the smaller
contribution to EWSB, the piT couple more strongly to
the lower-scale resonances.
III. CDF W + DIJET EXCESS
A two-scale technicolor setup was invoked in Ref. [7]
to explain the 3.2σ excess in W + jj events observed by
the CDF collaboration in 4.3 fb−1 of data [6]1. In the
CDF signal data, the invariant mass of the dijets, after
subtracting the large W + jets background, forms a peak
centered at ∼ 150 GeV. Assuming the extra events come
from new physics, and assuming the signal acceptance
is similar to pp¯ → H + W , the cross section attributed
to this excess is 3.1 ± 0.8 pb [12]. The DØ collabora-
tion explored the same final state using identical cuts in
Ref. [13], setting a limit on the allowed new physics cross
section of 0.82+0.83−0.82 pb, consistent with no excess. While
the cuts are the same in both collaborations, the treat-
ment of systematics and, in particular, the jet-energy cor-
rection are quite different [12, 14, 15]. Given the large
background that must be subtracted to see the signal, all
of these subtle differences must be examined carefully2.
The LHC will eventually weigh in on this issue. However,
with the current amount of integrated luminosity, AT-
LAS/CMS are not yet sensitive to weakly coupled, q − q¯
initiated processes such as techi-rho production [14, 16–
18].
To fit the CDF data, in Ref. [7] the parameters MρT =
290 GeV,MpiT = 160 GeV, sinβ = 1/3 were used. Not
only does the W + jj rate for this parameter set match
the excess observed by CDF, but the signal changes with
respect to the background as cuts are varied in exactly
the way the technicolor model predicts [12, 15]. Further-
more, studies of the kinematic distributions of the CDF
excess are consistent with technicolor expectations [14].
Specifically, the dijet ∆R distribution has a sharp turn
1 After 7.3 fb−1 the significance grew to 4.1σ. The update, many
cross-checks, and several kinematic distributions can be found in
Ref. [15].
2 Note the DØ analysis utilized less data than the updated CDF
analysis and did not contain an inclusive (≥ 2 jets) analysis,
which would ameliorate the differences in jet definition between
collaborations
on at ∼ 2.3 and the pT of the dijet system falls to zero
above ∼ 80 GeV [11]. Both of these features are ex-
pected in a two-resonance topology, where the total en-
ergy in the W+ dijet system is limited by parent reso-
nance mass3. Another interesting aspect of the parame-
ters used in Ref. [7, 9] is that the techni-rho mass is less
than twice the techni-pion mass. This choice kinemat-
ically suppresses the ρT → piTpiT decay mode, leaving
piT +W/Z as the dominant mode. The dominance of the
piT +W/Z mode, along with the small width it induces,
are the keys to a large technicolor rate into W + jj.
While the point MρT = 290 GeV,MpiT = 160 GeV
was chosen for calculations in [7], the actual range of
masses which fit the signal is broader, approximately
MρT ∼ 250− 300 GeV,MpiT ∼ 150− 170 GeV. As the ρT
is taken lighter, the WpiT rate increases. However, an in-
creasing cross section can be counteracted by decreasing
the MρT −MpiT splitting; as the available kinetic energy
for the W −piT system shrinks, the pT,jj cut imposed by
CDF [6] removes more and more of the W + jj signal.
In Ref. [7], the flavor of the jets coming from charged
piT was left ambiguous. Naively, techni-pions couple to
SM fermions proportional to their mass. With the techni-
pion mass less than the top mass, pi+ → b¯c is an obvious
choice for the dominant mode. However, the flavor struc-
ture of the techni-pion-SM fermion coupling is model de-
pendent, so inter-generation decays can be accompanied
by CKM-like mixing factors. Taking this mixing as an
input parameter, we can freely dial the branching frac-
tion of piT to bottom quarks. If decays to bottom + u/c
are highly suppressed, the most massive fermion to decay
into is the τ . If the piT decays appreciably to τ + ντ , the
rate for W+jj suffers, however, the τ modes are essential
for faking a Higgs signal.
Charged techni-pion decays are not the only way to get
dilepton states from technicolor. As the pi0T → b¯b mode
is kinematically allowed and is not an inter-generation
decay, it is not expected to be suppressed with mix-
ing angles so we will leave the pi0T branching fractions
unchanged. While B(pi0T → b¯b) is the dominant decay
mode, B(pi0T → τ+τ−) is not negligible (∼ 10%) and can
still lead to `+`− + /ET final states – either from both
taus decaying leptonically or one leptonic tau plus a lep-
ton from the accompanying W . However, `+`− + /ET
events from W + pi0T decays usually contain extra jets,
and Higgs searches often include a jet veto to remove
top-quark background. Under a jet veto, only the frac-
tion of W + pi0T (ττ) events where all jets are too soft or
fall outside the detector acceptance will actually survive.
3 The numerical values where the pT and ∆Rjj features occur
depends sensitively on the mass difference between the parent
and daughter resonances
3IV. HIGGS POSING
In this section we will show how related decay modes
of the piT can lead to a Higgs-fake `
+`− + /ET signal and
explore the rates and kinematics of such signals. An ex-
ample Feynman diagram for the Higgs-faking processes
we have in mind is shown below in Figure 1.
τ−
W+µ
ν¯τ
q¯
q
ν"
#−
pi−Tρ0T
#+
ντ
ν¯"
FIG. 1: Diagram for the process pp → ρT →
W±(` ν)pi∓T (τ
∓ (ν)).
To generate a dilepton + /ET final state from the tech-
nicolor scenario, we must pay the price of B(piT → τν)
and the ∼ 35% leptonic branching fraction of the tau.
Additionally, the Higgs-fake events must pass selection
cuts. On top of basic identification and kinematic cuts,
`+`− + /ET Higgs searches impose low dilepton invari-
ant mass, substantial dilepton pT and a small azimuthal
separation between leptons [2]. The first two cuts are im-
posed to remove background events containing Z bosons,
while the third cut takes advantage of the fact that the
two leptons in the (Higgs) signal originate in a spin-0
resonance. While the technicolor fake signal has no Z,
the mass of the mother resonance (MρT & 250 GeV) is
considerably higher than that of an intermediate-mass
Higgs, which raises the m`` distribution to higher values.
The techni-signal also has a different correlation among
leptons than a Higgs, so the efficiency for the ∆φ`` cut
can be quite different.
To study the relative efficiencies under Higgs cuts,
we rely on Monte Carlo. Technicolor events are gen-
erated using PYTHIA6.4 [19], while comparison sam-
ples of h → WW (∗) → `+`−νν¯ events are gener-
ated at matrix-element level with MadGraph5 [20], then
passed through PYTHIA for showering and hadroniza-
tion. Post-PYTHIA, isolated leptons and photons are
identified and removed from the list of final particles4.
The remaining particles are granularized into 0.1 × 0.1
cells in (η, φ) space, with the energy of each cell rescaled
such that it is massless. All cells with energy greater
4 Leptons are considered as isolated if the total ET of all particles
within a radius of R = 0.4 of the lepton is less that 0.2× ET,`.
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FIG. 2: Top panel: m`` distributions for two SM Higgs mass
values, mH = 150 GeV (black, solid), mH = 130 GeV (black,
dashed), and for two different technicolor benchmark scenar-
ios, MρT = 290 GeV,MpiT = 160 GeV (red, dot-dashed) and
MρT = 250 GeV,MpiT = 150 GeV (red, dotted). Only basic
selection cuts have been applied. Bottom panel: ∆φ`` distri-
bution, after basic selection, for the same SM and technicolor
points. All distributions are normalized to unit area.
than 1.0 GeV are then clustered into jets using the anti-
kT algorithm via FastJet [22].
Once all physics objects have been identified, we ap-
ply the (below-threshold) Higgs search cuts [2]. The
basic cuts are the following: two leptons pT,`1 >
25.0 GeV, pT,`2 > 20.0 GeV, |η`| < 2.5, /ET >
25 GeV, 10 GeV < m`` and |m`` − MZ | > 15 GeV for
same-flavor lepton pairs. On top of the basic cuts, topo-
logical cuts pT,`` > 30.0, m`` < 50.0 GeV, ∆φ`` < 1.3
are applied5. Finally, events are binned by jet multiplic-
ity (pT,j > 25 GeV, |ηj | < 4.5). We will focus on the
zero-jet bin, which has the best sensitivity. To get an
idea for how the m`` and ∆φ`` cuts effect the technicolor
and SM Higgs signals differently, we plot the shapes of
these distributions below in Fig. 2. The plots show two
different technicolor benchmark (MρT ,MpiT ) points, as
5 Technically, the cuts in [2] depend on the flavor of the leptons.
While the cuts we describe in the text are the eµ cuts, in our
simulations we vary the cuts with lepton flavor as dictated by
Ref. [2].
4well as two different SM Higgs masses mH = 130 GeV
and mH = 150 GeV. The technicolor signal clearly has a
different shape than a SM Higgs, peaking at higher m``
and ∆φ``. The technicolor rates would certainly grow
if the m``,∆φjj cuts were loosened, however, a larger
acceptance can be compensated for by taking a smaller
B(piT → τντ ).
After imposing the pT,``, m``, and ∆φjj cuts, the fi-
nal cross sections for the two technicolor mass points are
tabulated below in Table I and compared with the two
SM Higgs masses used in Figure. 2. As we are seeking to
link the CDF W + jj excess with a possible `+`− + /ET
excess, in Table I we also present the cross sections (at
the Tevatron) for the technicolor points after imposing
the W + jj cuts from Ref. [6]. Also, for each techni-
color point we present two cross sections; the first num-
ber uses B(piT → τντ ) = 4.5% – the PYTHIA default
inspired by Ref. [21, 23] which assumes no suppression of
the piT → bc/bu or dc modes, while the second number
uses B(piT → τντ ) = 66%, the result of shutting off all
inter-generational piT decays. These two numbers demon-
strate how the technicolor rates depend on the branch-
ing fraction of the charged piT to τντ . All technicolor
cross sections include a K-factor of 1.3 [23, 24] to ac-
count for NLO effects, and we have scaled the SM Higgs
cross sections to match the NLO values computed with
MCFM [25].
Process σ(`+`−νν¯)LHC7 σ(` ν j j)TeV
mH = 130 GeV 10 fb –
mH = 150 GeV 33 fb –
MρT = 290 GeV 0.81 fb 88 fb
MpiT = 160 GeV 9.1 fb 53 fb
MρT = 250 GeV 2.7 fb 82 fb
MpiT = 150 GeV 19 fb 58 fb
TABLE I: Cross sections, after all branching fractions and
cuts. The second column shows σ(pp → `+`− + /ET ) at the
LHC, while the third column shows σ(pp¯ → `ν jj) at the
Tevatron. For the technicolor benchmarks, the first row as-
sumes B(pi± → τντ ) = 4.5% (PYTHIA default), while the
second row assumes inter-generational pi±T decays are impos-
sible and hence B(pi± → τντ ) = 66%. The technicolor cross
sections include both Wpi0T and Wpi
±
T production.
No jet/lepton smearing or detector inefficiencies have
been taken into account in these simulations. While these
detector effects will influence the total rates, they will
effect Higgs and technicolor impostor signals in the same
way, so the relative rates in the second column of Table I
will remain unchanged. Note that, while the branching
fraction for pi±T changes by a factor of 12 between the
two rows (in each technicolor point), the actual changes
in the `+`− + /ET rates are less drastic. The mismatch
occurs because the rows differ only in the charged piT
contribution to `+`− + /ET while the pi0T contribution is
held fixed.
For the technicolor parameter point used in Ref. [7],
the rates in `+`− + /ET are smaller than the rate for ei-
ther SM Higgs values regardless of the pi±T branching frac-
tion to taus. The technicolor `+`− + /ET signal in this
case would look like a (non-SM) Higgs with decreased
couplings. For the lighter mass technicolor point, the
`+`−+ /ET rate is much closer to the SM Higgs rate. De-
pending on B(pi± → τν), the rate can even be larger than
a SM Higgs of mass 130 GeV. To determine whether a
technicolor point fits the CDF W + jj, recall that the
excess consisted of ∼ 255± 58 events in 4.3 fb−1 of lumi-
nosity [6]. Looking at the third column, we can see that
the lighter technicolor point is still quite compatible.
To further illustrate how the technicolor Higgs-fake sig-
nal would look compared to a SM Higgs, we plot some
of the important distributions, below in Figures 3, 4. In
these comparison plots, the technicolor signal is stacked
on top of SM backgrounds that has been generated using
ALPGENv214 [26] and PYTHIA6. The dominant back-
ground is WW , with small contributions from other di-
boson processes and t¯t. The signal + background distri-
butions we plot are the same as can be found in Ref. [2]
: i.) m`` after all basic cuts and the pT,`` cut, ii.) ∆φ``
after basic cuts, the pT,`` and m`` cuts, iii.) the total
`+`− + /ET transverse mass mT,H after all cuts, where
mT,H is defined as
m2T,H = (ET,`` + /ET )
2 − (~pT,`` + /~pT )2,
ET,`` =
√
m2`` + p
2
T,``. (2)
For leptons coming from a SM Higgs, this distribution has
a Jacobian edge at mH , while the technicolor distribution
is much wider. Detector effects will smooth out the edge
in the Higgs mT,H distribution, but the shape will remain
different than we get from technicolor.
In Figures 3, 4 we use the lighter technicolor point
throughout and assume the maximum pi±T branching frac-
tion to tau. In the first (second) row of plots the techni-
color signal is compared with a mH = 150 GeV (mH =
130 GeV) SM Higgs. While there are some differences
between the technicolor Higgs-fake signal and a genuine
Higgs signal, the differences disappear as more cuts are
applied. After all selection and topological cuts, the
technicolor Higgs-fake is nearly indistinguishable from a
130 GeV SM Higgs, especially with the currently avail-
able statistics.
While linking two excess is obviously the most ex-
citing outcome, our result is interesting even if one of
these excesses disappears with more data. The lack of
a `+`− + /ET signal is informative because it imposes an
upper limit on the branching fraction of the pi±T to τ . Sim-
ilarly, if the W + jj excess disappears we are free to con-
sider a wider range of technicolor parameters for Higgs-
fake signals. Finally, while we have focused on a techni-
6 We use CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions and take the
default factorization/renormalization scale in all simulations
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FIG. 3: Comparison of SM background plus technicolor signal (MρT = 250 GeV,MpiT = 150 GeV) (histogram) with the
background plus SM Higgs of mass mH = 150 GeV (dashed line): m`` distribution after basic cuts and the pT,`` cut (left pane),
∆φ`` distribution after basic cuts and cuts on the dilepton pT and invariant mass (center pane), and mT,H after all cuts (right
pane). All plots assume 1 fb−1 of data at a 7 TeV LHC.
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FIG. 4: Comparison of SM background plus technicolor signal (MρT = 250 GeV,MpiT = 150 GeV) (histogram) with the
background plus SM Higgs of mass mH = 130 GeV (dashed line). The same cuts have been imposed as in Figure 4.
color explanation of both the W + jj excess and a poten-
tial `+`− + /ET signal, two-Higgs-doublet-motivated sce-
narios for W+jj, such as [27–29] can also generate Higgs
fakes via W (`ν) +H±(τν). Note that two-Higgs doublet
scenarios also contain a real h → WW (∗) → `+`− + /ET
signal, and the interplay of the real and fake Higgs signals
would be interesting to study.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the same dynamics behind CDF’s
W + jj excess, namely low-scale technicolor, `+`− + /ET
final states of the same order of magnitude as an in-
termediate mass SM Higgs. In low-scale technicolor,
the `+`− + /ET final states come from W + piT , where
the piT decays to τ + ν/τ
+τ−. The rate for this pro-
cess is sensitive to the branching fraction of techni-pions
to tau states, which in turn depends on the details of
how techni-pions and SM fermions interact. Varying
the charged techni-pion branching fraction to τν over
a reasonable range and using techni-rho and techni-
pion masses consistent with the W + jj excess, we find
the `+`− + /ET rate indeed spans the same region as a
mH ∼ 120 − 140 GeV SM Higgs. We find a W + jj
rate consistent with the CDF excess and good overlap
between the technicolor and SM Higgs `+`− + /ET rates
requires a slightly lighter set of technicolor masses than
considered in Ref. [7] and a large B(piT → τν). For the
lighter technicolor point, the Higgs-fake signal also has
similarly shaped kinematic distributions to a SM Higgs,
especially after tight selection and topological cuts are
applied. With looser cuts, the differences between a fake
and genuine Higgs would be more evident, though per-
haps difficult to dig out of larger backgrounds. It would
also be interesting to study how Higgs fakes such as
6technicolor appear when processed through multivariate
techniques that are tuned and trained on SM Higgs-like
events.
More generally, we introduce a new type of Higgs im-
postor. This impostor is specific to the `+`−+ /ET search
mode, and is novel in that (at least) one of the leptons
comes from a τ decay rather than from a W . The exis-
tence of channel-specific Higgs fakes emphasizes that, to
verify an excess is indeed the SM Higgs boson, multiple
discovery modes must be checked. For example, for the
technicolor Higgs fake discussed here, there should be no
signal in either the ZZ(4`) or γγ channels.
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